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Chapter 5: Conclusion and Suggestions 

In this chapter, the researcher presents conlcusion and suggestions. The 

conclusion presents the summary of the research findings related to the 

formulation and objective of the research. The suggestions give particular matter 

to next researcher.   

Conclusion 

Based on the study of male and female diction in English Department 

students’ poetry, it can be concluded that the language used by men and women in 

poetry is functioned to form and express the poet’s emotions and ideaswhich 

cannot be separated from genderistic issues circulating in society.In using diction, 

students used 3 types of use of diction, namely connotation and dennotation 

meaning, general and specific meaning and figurative language. From all the 

poems created by male and female students, the using of diction mostly was found 

in all poems. 

Both male and female students of English Department used diction in 

various types and aspects. Female students’ connotation and dennotation words 

involved “feelings” that associate to love and sadness at the same time, while 

connotation and dennotation words by male students include less emotion and 

dominated by “rigidity”. The researcher concluded that in choosing words, male 

students mostly used “assertive” form while female students used “emotive” form. 

However, male and female students have similarities in context of  general 

and specific words. They usually used diction that related to object cases, but in 
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context of specific words, researcher didn’t find any specific words in female 

students’ poems unlike male students do. Also, they are quite difference in 

choosing topics, male students’ topics are usually about men things like duty and 

pain which build masculinity and female students  usually talk about women 

things like love and relationship. 

In addition, the researcher concludes that imagery and figurative language 

are used in this poem to give good effect in building the atmosphere, and also 

emphasize and reinforce the meaning of the theme. There are five kinds of 

figurative language that used in all poems. They are simile, metaphor, 

personification, hyperbole and irony. Imagery in those poems also has a 

significant contribution to build the atmosphere, whether its happiness or sadness, 

and to the situation in each poem. These contributions support the theme of the 

poems, which covering the individual imagination, as the main aspect to create an 

idea of the poet.  

Male students mostly used visual imagery to compare two things. They 

compared the characteristics of someone with the thing related with its 

characteristics. For example, metaphor is important part to convey something that 

means more than what it is. In “Red Spider Lily”, the poets compared “she” with 

“a flower”. The poets see the person as “flower” because “flower” is a symbol of 

love and beauty, which mark as pride, honor, respect, admiration etc.  

While female students mostly used their feelings that related with inner 

sensation. The imagery used by female students related to psychology, they used 
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the figurative language to express restlessness indirectly. For example, simile, 

which a specific comparison by means of the words “like” or “as”. In “True 

Love”, the poets compare her future as “the piece of paper like a puzzle”, to 

describes that future is complex thing like a puzzle, future can be difficult and 

needs cooperating pieces that fit together.  

It has meaning as word choice made by the poet to describe or reflect their 

fluctuation feelings. In addition, with the use of proper diction will be able to 

reflect the space, time, philosophy, message, effects, and tone of a poem. Thus, 

the role of diction in a poem is very meaningful. 

Suggestion 

For the next research, another researcher can analyze the language aspects 

in English Department students’ poems. The researcher give recommendation to 

another researcher to put attention in lack of meaning and the parallelism between 

one words to the other words in poem, so the reader didn’t confused in catch the 

meaning of the poem. Poetry is personal but good poem should be understandable 

because a poem is demands precision. The poet’s job is to create a picture along in 

the mind and an emotion in the heart. Every single word counts. Inappropriate 

word choice with the wrong connotation can spoils all the works. 

The researcher also suggest to the another researcher to observe more 

about English Department students’ poems, because it can be an object of research 

with more potential. The role of lecturers in guiding to make poetry must be 

optimalized in order to produce good quality poems. 
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The reader and other researcher who wants to improve their knowledge in 

knowing and interpreting the used of diction in poems, especially in English 

Department students’ poetry, they suggested to understand the meaning of diction.  
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